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Recently, investigation of new neurons in memory formation has focused on a specific function—pattern
separation. However, it has been difficult to reconcile the form of separation tested in behavioral tasks with
how it is conceptualized according to computational and electrophysiology perspectives. Here, we propose
a memory resolution hypothesis that considers the unique information contributions of broadly tuned young
neurons andhighly specificmature neuronsanddescribehow thefidelity ofmemories can relate to spatial and
contextual discrimination. See the related Perspective from Sahay, Wilson, and Hen, ‘‘Pattern Separation:
A Common Function for New Neurons in Hippocampus and Olfactory Bulb,’’ in this issue of Neuron.
In the past decade, there has been considerable progress in

describing what adult neurogenesis contributes to cognition. In

addition to being thoroughly characterized at a cellular and circuit

level (Zhao et al., 2008), neurogenesis has been a target of

numerous computational and behavioral studies (Aimone and

Gage, 2011; Deng et al., 2010; Inokuchi, 2011). Increasingly, the

functional theoriesofneurogenesishavecoalescedaroundseveral

aspects of new neuron maturation (Aimone et al., 2010a). First,

immature granule cells (GCs) show an increased intrinsic excit-

ability and plasticity that distinguishes them from the less plastic

and relatively silent older GC population (Espósito et al., 2005;

Ge et al., 2007). Second, this immature state of GCs represents

a critical developmental period in which they encode significant

features of their environments (Kee et al., 2007; Tashiro et al.,

2007). Finally, the process of neurogenesis is a key component

of the pattern separation function of the dentate gyrus (DG) (Clel-

land et al., 2009; Sahay et al., 2011). Nevertheless, in many

respects, this broader understanding of the DG’s function and

how it relates to the hippocampus (Treveset al., 2008) hasbecome

the limiting factor to our understanding of the function of adult

neurogenesis (Aimone et al., 2010b; Alme et al., 2010).

We believe that much of the uncertainty of how neurogenesis

relates to DG function is in fact not due to a misunderstanding of

the experimental and theoretical findings; rather, it is a challenge

of description. Increasingly, descriptions of neurogenesis func-

tion have relied on the loaded term ‘‘pattern separation,’’ origi-

nally a computational concept that has taken on somewhat

different meanings depending on its context. In this opinion

piece, we hope to clarify our interpretation of the function of neu-

rogenesis, and more generally the DG, by describing neurogen-

esis and DG function using a more consistent framework.

What Do We Mean by ‘‘Pattern Separation’’?
To understand the rationale for the predicted separation role for

the DG, it is useful to briefly review the history of the pattern

separation hypothesis (Figure 1). Although the early hippo-

campal modeling work of David Marr did not explicitly consider

a separation role for the DG, he did predict that the recurrent

axons within CA3 would be ideal for forming memory represen-
tations (Marr, 1971). Subsequent work on CA3-like recurrent

networks demonstrated the value of uncorrelated inputs for

attractor formation (Amit et al., 1987; Hopfield, 1982). This

requirement for a separation device upstream of the CA3 was

complemented by the anatomy of the DG and its unique mossy

fiber projection to the CA3 (Amaral et al., 2007; Figure 1A).

Despite containing several times more neurons than either the

CA3 or its entorhinal cortex (EC) inputs, the projection from DG

to CA3 was extremely sparse by cortical standards, with each

GC only terminating on roughly a dozen CA3 neurons. Further-

more, these synapses, known as mossy terminals, were notice-

ably larger and positioned very proximal to the soma of CA3

pyramidal neurons. The synapse characteristics suggested

that the mossy terminals might be ‘‘detonators’’ for their CA3

targets and the sparse projection suggested that the DG might

be responsible for establishing decorrelated patterns in the

CA3 network (McNaughton and Morris, 1987; O’Reilly and

McClelland, 1994; Treves andRolls, 1992). TheDGpattern sepa-

ration theory was thus born (Figure 1B).

It was, however, a confluence of biological evidence for the

pattern separation theory that solidified a general consensus in

the community. The theory relied on several presuppositions

that ultimately held up under experimental scrutiny. First, the

mossy fibers should be very powerful, even detonator-like.

In vivo patch-clamp studies showed that they actually were,

demonstrating that a single mossy fiber, when bursting, is

capable of firing a downstream CA3 neuron (Henze et al.,

2002). Second, the GC population should be essentially silent,

with sparse overall activity. Early in vivo studies of the DG sup-

ported this prediction, and slice physiology demonstrated that

GCs experienced a high level of tonic inhibition (Jung and

McNaughton, 1993). Third, the DG should be particularly impor-

tant for encoding, a function that was demonstrated by creative

behavioral approaches (Kesner, 2007; Lee and Kesner, 2004).

Finally, in addition to the components of the proposed mech-

anism holding up under direct inspection, experiments that

looked at behaviors that could be considered pattern separation

have reliably supported a role for the DG (Figure 1C). Rats with

lesions in their DG, but not CA1, showed a deficit on the spatial
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Figure 1. Summary of the Basis for the
Pattern Separation Hypothesis
(A) Mechanism of DG pattern separation (sparse
coding, high inhibition, strong sparse MF
synapses).
(B) Cartoon of computational pattern separation.
(C) Example of behavioral pattern separation.
(D) Example of in vivo electrophysiology pattern
separation.
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discrimination of objects that was dependent on their distance

from each other on a cheeseboard (Gilbert et al., 2001). A mouse

transgenic line with impaired plasticity localized to the DG

showed an inability to distinguish between a shocked and non-

shocked context over time (McHugh et al., 2007). Functional

MRI showed that the presentation of objects that were highly

similar, but not identical, to previously seen objects elicited

increased blood flow in the human DG/CA3 region (Bakker

et al., 2008). And, as mentioned above, a series of studies

focusing on adult-born neurons suggested a pattern separation

function (Clelland et al., 2009; Sahay et al., 2011). All of this

evidence supported the idea that the DG is responsible for sepa-

rating memories that are formed in the hippocampus.

Is ‘‘Pattern Separation’’ a Proper Assumption?
Nevertheless, although the proposed separation function for the

DG has increasingly become accepted in the community, there

are several problems with pattern separation as a function. For

one, while the electrophysiology literature supports the predic-

tion that few GCs are active at any given instant, the population

behavior of GCs is not consistent with what the theoretical

models predict, with the same subpopulation of neurons
590 Neuron 70, May 26, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
responding to multiple contexts, sepa-

rating by ‘‘rate coding’’ instead of ‘‘popu-

lation coding’’ (Alme et al., 2010; Leutgeb

et al., 2007; Figure 1D).

Along these lines, while much of the

behavioral literature arguing for a pattern

separation function is consistent, there

are also alternative explanations. Instead

of studying the ability of animals to distin-

guish different input patterns concur-

rently, the behavioral studies of the roles

of the DG and neurogenesis in pattern

separation have typically been designed

to examine how animals’ responses to

their present situation can be altered by

their memories of the past input patterns

(which are different from the current

ones). Two types of strategies have

been used in behavioral tasks for pattern

separation. In some tasks, animals were

trained to distinguish two input patterns,

such as conditioned (CS+) and uncondi-

tioned (CS�) contexts. Specifically, initial
training enabled the animals to gener-

alize their conditioned responses to

both CS+ and CS� contexts, and their
ability to discriminate the CS+ and CS� contexts was subse-

quently tested through continuing reinforcement of the CS+

context but not the CS� context (McHugh et al., 2007; Sahay

et al., 2011). It is possible that performance changes resulting

from alterations in DG and/or neurogenesis may be due to

defects in pattern separation, but it is also possible that other

processes, such as inhibitory learning, may be involved. In other

tasks, animals were trained to learn one pattern and were subse-

quently tested, using a working memory framework, for their

ability to discriminate a learned pattern from another pattern

(Clelland et al., 2009; Creer et al., 2010; Gilbert et al., 2001; Hun-

saker and Kesner, 2008; Saxe et al., 2007). Paradigms using this

type of task are also able to evaluate behavioral performance as

a function of the extent of input pattern differences such as by

varying the distance of spatial location systematically in the

cheeseboard spatial discrimination task (Gilbert et al., 2001),

further supporting a relationship between the pattern separation

ability and behavioral outcome. However, it remains difficult to

rule out in these tasks that animals may solve the task using

different neural pathways according to the degree of dissimilarity

between the input patterns. For example, in the cheeseboard

spatial discrimination task, lesions of CA1 did not affect the
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performance at any of five tested pattern separation degrees,

suggesting that the task could be solved independent of the tri-

synaptic pathway (Gilbert et al., 2001). On the other hand, lesions

of CA3 affect working memory in general, making it difficult to

test whether pattern separation relies on CA3 outputs other

than Schaffer collaterals (Gilbert and Kesner, 2006).

Finally, there is a lack of a clear role for young neurons that

would make them advantageous in the classic mechanism by

which the DG provides separation. For instance, in our computa-

tional model, immature GCs are more active than the overall GC

population, suggesting that young neurons actually decreaseDG

pattern separation in the classical sense when inputs are already

highly dissimilar (Aimone et al., 2009). We interpreted this finding

as a ‘‘pattern integration’’ effect, and hypothesized that this inte-

gration facilitated memory storage and discrimination in down-

stream regions. In contrast, we and others have also proposed

that the plasticity of young neurons yields different functional

populations at different times, potentially improving separation

over time (Aimone et al., 2006; Becker and Wojtowicz, 2007).

Nevertheless, it is still unclear how these proposed computa-

tional effects of immature neurons on pattern separation affect

thediscrimination tested in thebehavioral tasksdescribedabove.

Notably, there is a potential for circularity in these interpreta-

tions (electrophysiological, behavioral, and computational) that

suggest an involvement of the DG and neurogenesis in pattern

separation. The initial hypothesis that the DG was responsible

for pattern separation emerged from computational arguments

based on basic observations of anatomy and physiology, as

well as a theoretical consideration that a layer responsible for

separation is beneficial to memory formation in a CA3-like

network. Today, if one were presented with the full body of

evidence concerning the DG, including adult neurogenesis

and the physiology and behavioral results mentioned above,

without any a priori assumptions, it is debatable whether

‘‘pattern separation’’ would even be suggested as a function.

Finally, it is worth noting that the idea that neural networks can

encode two relatively similar inputs as distinct representations—

and that such separation is beneficial for subsequent information

processing and memory formation—is fairly fundamental to

neural networks in general (O’Reilly and McClelland, 1994).

Indeed, it is supposed that many brain regions have outputs

that are less correlated than their inputs, and the computational

act of remapping inputs to facilitate separation underlies several

machine learning tools, such as support vector machines. As has

been noted by others, pattern separation is a feature of most

brain circuits; a role in pattern separation does not make the

DG unique. In our opinion, the question is not ‘‘does the DG

perform pattern separation?’’ but rather ‘‘what makes the sepa-

ration in the DG unique?’’

Do We Mean ‘‘Memory Resolution’’?
Rather than considering the function of the dentate gyrus as

‘‘pattern separation,’’ we propose that it may be better to refer

to the DG’s function as controlling ‘‘memory resolution.’’ By

memory resolution, we are referring to the extent of information

encoded by the DG, and thus the downstream hippocampal

regions, during memory formation. The encoding of more infor-

mation yields memories that are robust enough to support finer
discrimination indownstreamregions.Atone level, this difference

in terminology is purely semantic—we are not proposing a radi-

cally different function for theDG thanwhat is generally assumed.

However, at a deeper level, a ‘‘memory resolution’’ lens is

perhaps better suited for interpreting the results that the ‘‘pattern

separation’’ lens has been increasingly unable to accommodate.

Improving memory resolution can improve subsequent pattern

separation at a behavioral level, even if the DG signal on its own

does not ‘‘separate’’ in the manner originally predicted.

A simple example is shown in Figure 2. Suppose that an event

(Figure 2A) is experienced and communicated to the hippo-

campus. The memory for this event is retrieved at some point

in the future to make a decision (Figure 2B). Suppose the DG’s

representation of this event consists of a very sparse represen-

tation and thus is at a low resolution. Some of the features that

are encoded may be very precise, but the overall information

stored in the memory is still sparse (Figure 2C). As a result, at

a later time when the memory is compared to another experi-

ence, there is not sufficient information to determine whether

the two experiences are the same or different. In this idealized

example, the sparse code of the DG could actually impair later

pattern separation by virtue of its weak memory encoding.

Now, suppose that the DG’s representation of the event

utilizes more neurons and is thus at a higher resolution

(Figure 2D). By the conventional pattern separation lens, this

condition would actually hurt separation since the DG’s repre-

sentation would be less sparse and thus less orthogonal to other

memories. However, the information encoded in the memory is

now sufficient for other brain regions to discriminate the memory

from a current experience. Similarly, one can analogize the rela-

tive values of high and low resolution memories to that of a high

resolution (Figure 2E) and a pixilated (Figure 2F) photograph.

While the pixilated ‘‘memory’’ may contain information to make

some distinctions, it is not nearly as informative as a high resolu-

tion memory (Figure 2G).

Memory Resolution and Neurogenesis
The examples in Figure 2 showhow increased resolution can ulti-

mately improve separation. But how does this proposed

description account for adult neurogenesis, the process that

we believe pattern separation struggles to explain? Does consid-

ering memory resolution provide any insight into the function of

new neurons?

Several modeling studies, including our own, have noted that

the presence of more active immature neurons in the DG would

impair pattern separation in the classic sense since it would

increase correlations across the GCs’ responses to inputs

(Aimone et al., 2009; Weisz and Argibay, 2009). However, while

the information encoded by immature neurons is lower and

more redundant with other neurons, it is still possible that the

young neurons could nonetheless add to the overall information

content of the DG. This contribution could still be significant even

if immature neurons only encode a fraction of the unique infor-

mation that is contributed by mature GCs, since only a small

number of mature GCs are active at any given instant. The imma-

ture neurons can therefore increasememory resolution, and thus

an animal’s ability to discriminate at a behavioral level, even if

their direct effect on DG orthogonalization is negative.
Neuron 70, May 26, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 591
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Figure 2. Cartoon Demonstration of How
Memory Resolution Can Lead to
Discrimination
(A) Cartoon example of ‘‘remembered’’ event.
(B) Task where (A) is being compared with a foil
event.
(C) Low-resolution ‘‘memory’’ of (A) impairs
discrimination.
(D) High-resolution ‘‘memory’’ of (A) enables
discrimination.
(E) High-resolution ‘‘memory’’ of real-world
objects.
(F) Low-resolution ‘‘memory’’ of objects.
(G) Discrimination is easier with high-resolution
memory.
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According to this framework, continuous neurogenesis results

in a combination of signals from the DG to the CA3 that consists

of two separate populations (Figure 3):

(1) A population of broadly tuned GCs that weakly encode

most of the features of the environment (Figure 3A).

(2) A sparse population of sharply tuned GCs that strongly

encode only those features that have been previously

experienced (Figure 3B).

By itself, the latter population is most similar to the classic

pattern-separating DG network; however, while its encoding
592 Neuron 70, May 26, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
may be nearly orthogonal, it may not

relay enough information to allow subse-

quent discrimination (Figure 2). Likewise,

on its own, the first population may

contain information about the remem-

bered event, but this information is in

a sense ‘‘noisy’’ in that it lacks specificity.

Combined, however, the two populations

are capable of maximizing the informa-

tion encoded while preserving the sparse

coding of the overall active population

(Figure 3C).

We propose that neurogenesis is actu-

ally capable of affecting this process in

several ways. Clearly, the presence of

‘‘hyperexcitable’’ immature neurons

provides a population of broadly tuned

neurons, such as shown in Figure 3A.

Due to their physiology and low connec-

tivity, these immature neurons will be

responsive to a wide range of inputs

and overlap considerably with one

another. While individually they are not

as informative as mature cells (by virtue

of their responding to many inputs),

as a population they can still contain

some specificity about their inputs.

Importantly, because these neurons are

responsive to a wide range of inputs,

not as many young neurons are required

to ensure that at least a few are respon-
sive to any potential input to the DG. For this reason, the popu-

lation of immature neurons does not need to be very large

relative to the more sparsely active, sharply tuned mature

neurons.

Less obvious, but equally as important, is the proposed role

of neurogenesis in forming the sharply tuned GC population

(Figure 3B). A sparse population is thought to be necessary for

memory encoding in the hippocampus: attractor formation in

the CA3 requires fairly separate inputs to adequately form

memories that do not interfere with one another (Treves and

Rolls, 1992). However, although the DG is large relative to other

regions, there are not enough neurons available to ensure an
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ability to encode every possible input that may be experienced.

For this reason, the experience-dependent specialization of

maturing neurons to features of their environment is important

to ensure that the mature GC population consists of neurons

that are capable of responding to the key features of most envi-

ronments. By directing maturing new neurons to preferentially

respond to those inputs that they experienced when developing,

the DG will be increasingly likely to have some neurons that will

be capable of responding to any environment that the animal is

likely to encounter (Figure 3D).
N

While the above description focuses on the

DG, it is worth considering how this resolution

may affect memory encoding within the CA3.

It is important to note that the same CA3

neurons will receive inputs from a combination

of both mature and immature neurons. While

the potency of mossy fibers from immature

GCs on CA3 is not fully understood (Toni

et al., 2008), one possibility is that CA3 pyra-

midal neurons can only respond to single GCs

if they are high information, and in contrast

combinations of multiple active low information

GCs may be required to induce CA3 activity.

According to most classic hippocampal

models, the active CA3 population, which only

contains those neurons that receive inputs

from informative mature GCs or groups of

immature GCs, would then become bound to

each other (through recurrent CA3 connections)

and the direct EC inputs (Marr, 1971; Treves

and Rolls, 1992). Thus, when the ‘‘memory’’ is

formed in CA3, rather than acting as an

unsupervised training signal (i.e., random DG

neurons active), the DG would provide a super-

vised cue based on the animal’s life experience

up to that point.

In summary, the memory resolution hypoth-

esis predicts that immature GCs provide

a low-specificity yet densely sampled represen-

tation of cortical inputs, whereas mature

GCs provide a highly specific yet sparse repre-

sentation of an event. This combined represen-

tation maximizes the information encoded by

hippocampal memories, thus increasing the

memory’s resolution (behavioral discrimina-
tion), while keeping thememories formed distinct andminimizing

interference in downstream attractor networks (computational

pattern separation). Memories consisting of more familiar

features would be expected to rely disproportionately on the

mature population and thus have a particularly high resolution

and a relative insensitivity to the presence of young neurons. In

contrast, adult neurogenesis is particularly important for the

resolution of memories of particularly novel events since novel

events would likely utilize fewer mature neurons. Notably, this

mix between a mature neuron population optimally set up to
euron 70, May 26, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 593
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respond to past experiences and a population of immature

neurons with a capability to encode unforeseen events is remi-

niscent of the adaptive immune system where B and T cells

are capable of responding to a novel infection by using naive

cells that must develop the ability to fight antigens, whereas

memory B and memory T cells can facilitate a rapid immunolog-

ical response to address re-exposure to a past infection.

Memory Resolution and Behavior
According to thememory resolution hypothesis, it is conceivable

that damage to the DG or neurogenesis would affect the quality

of the formed memory, which can only be detected when the

behavioral task requires high memory precision. In agreement

with this hypothesis, animals with problems in memory resolu-

tion will have difficulties in solving the ‘‘pattern separation’’

behavioral tasks when the similarity between patterns is high.

For example, a lesion of the DG resulted in a deficit in distinguish-

ing the spatial locations that were proximate but not distant from

each other (Gilbert et al., 2001). Similarly, without enriched infor-

mation mediated by plasticity of the DG, animals were delayed in

discriminating different contexts (McHugh et al., 2007). In fact,

the DG is involved in detecting fine spatial changes in the envi-

ronment (Hunsaker et al., 2008), probably through adding more

detailed information into memory to enhance its resolution.

Alterations in neurogenesis in the DG may also affect memory

resolution. In particular, the immature neurons in the DG are

mostly responsible for adding the broadly tuned but enriched

information to thememory. As a result, an increase in the number

of immature neurons improved animals’ performance on the

tasks demanding high memory resolution (Creer et al., 2010;

Sahay et al., 2011), whereas a decrease in neurogenesis resulted

in deficits in solving these tasks (Clelland et al., 2009). Likewise,

a reduction in memory resolution due to decreased neurogene-

sis could underlie an impaired performance on other hippo-

campus-mediated behavioral tasks. For example, high-resolu-

tion memories could be predicted to be more robust and long

lasting. Consistently, animals with reduced neurogenesis can

perform well on short-term memory tests but not long-term

memory tests in Morris water maze (Deng et al., 2009; Snyder

et al., 2005). Similarly, variability in apparatus settings and

testing paradigms may have different demands for memory

resolution, which could help explain the detection of behavioral

phenotypes in some cases but not others (Dupret et al., 2008;

Garthe et al., 2009; reviewed by Deng et al., 2010).

What type of behavioral paradigms could be used to test

memory resolution explicitly? While discrimination tasks are

testing resolution, it is often unclear if deficits occurred during

the initial encoding or at the time of retrieval. Since we predict

the DG’s control of memory resolution is primarily associated

with encoding, an ideal task would have distinct encoding and

retrieval stages. While this is challenging in operant training

tasks, it is potentially feasible using certain paradigms of context

fear conditioning. In addition to discrimination tasks, it would

also be interesting to consider tasks whose behavioral readout

is parametric (e.g., probe trials in the Morris water maze and

the Barnes maze); the proximity of a test behavior to a trained

behavior could be a proxy for the resolution of the memory.

We would further predict that the extent of neurogenesis depen-
594 Neuron 70, May 26, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
dence could be modulated by varying how familiar and novel

features of the trained contexts are.

Memory Resolution and Physiology
Perhaps the greatest challenge to the pattern separation hypoth-

esis has been the limited in vivo physiology data available in the

DG. Specifically, when rats were exposed to two distinct envi-

ronments, the same small population of DG neurons hadmultiple

place fields within each environment, with almost no neurons

being unique to one context or the other (Alme et al., 2010;

Leutgeb et al., 2007). While the rate coding between contexts

could be shown to be consistent with a pattern separation func-

tion, this observation was clearly at odds with the presumed

population coding mechanism of the DG (Treves et al., 2008).

One potential explanation suggested by the authors is that these

broadly tuned DG neurons were in fact adult-born GCs, with

older neurons having ‘‘retired’’ from the network (Alme et al.,

2010).

The prediction that the broadly tuned DG neurons observed

in vivo belong to an immature population of GCs is consistent

with the role for immature neurons in memory resolution above.

Nonetheless, the memory resolution hypothesis still predicts

a population of GCs that are highly specific to a given context.

Similarly, supporting evidence can be found in a mouse model

where plasticity in the DG was impaired by a conditional

knockout of NMDA (McHugh et al., 2007). In these mice,

in vivo recordings of CA1 neurons demonstrated that place fields

were larger and that rate remapping between two environments

was impaired in CA3. These observations are consistent with

less information being communicated from the DG to these

downstream regions in these mice.

Memory Resolution and Computational Models
Finally, it is necessary to revisit the computational models of the

hippocampus, DG, and adult neurogenesis. While some models

have assumed the pattern separation function and have sought

to reassess the mechanism by which the DG network decorre-

lates its inputs (Myers and Scharfman, 2009), there are other

models that have explored other potential roles for the DG.

Relevant to this discussion, there have been several models

that discuss the DG’s contribution to hippocampal processing

as being more sophisticated than simply separating inputs to

the hippocampus, such as a proposal that the DG and hilus

form a loop that acts as an error device to heteroassociations

formed in CA3 (Lisman, 1999). Likewise, recent models that

have explored the DG’s role in transforming the EC ‘‘grid cells’’

into the place cells common in the CA3 and CA1 may be better

understood from a memory resolution view than from a pattern

separation perspective (Rennó-Costa et al., 2010).

The information content of the DG has been analyzed explicitly

in several modeling studies. Indeed, it has been suggested that it

is the high-information content of a very few active GCs that is

necessary for discrete attractor formation in CA3 (Treves and

Rolls, 1992), and this analysis has been extended to show that

the low firing rates and sparse connectivity of GCs, when their

in vivo spatial behavior (Leutgeb et al., 2007) is considered, is

important in determining the information content of place fields

in CA3 (Cerasti and Treves, 2010). Although the contributions
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introduced by adult neurogenesis are not considered, this

elegant information-based approach supports the idea that the

properties of the DG contribute to the resolution of memories

and that pattern separation can be considered a byproduct of

this function.

Interestingly, other than a few exceptions, neurogenesis

models have not directly discussed the role of new neurons in

pattern separation; rather, they have emphasized two functions:

a reduction of interference and an increase in hippocampal

capacity. For instance, in models of the full hippocampal loop

(EC/DG/CA3/CA1/EC), the presence of neurogenesis,

either by replacement (Becker, 2005) or addition (Weisz and

Argibay, 2009), has been shown to improve the whole network’s

ability to store and recall information. While this avoidance of

interference is similar to the classic pattern separation idea,

the mechanism is again quite different from the classic proposal:

neurogenesis is changing the neurons available to encode

memories, so by definition the network encodes new information

differently from old information. The interference reduction is

thus increasing separation over time.

Although these neurogenesis models initialize new neurons

differently, for a variety of reasons they reliably tend to be

more plastic or trainable than ‘‘old’’ neurons. As a result, many

of the neurogenesis models show a behavior consistent with

the memory resolution mechanism shown in Figure 3: old

neurons are responsible for encoding features similar to familiar

memories and new neurons tend to be better suited for encoding

novel features that are poorly encoded by the older neurons in

the network (Aimone and Gage, 2011). The observation that

the dichotomy of new and old neurons is preserved across

a wide spectrum of models suggests that it may be a fairly robust

prediction.

Summary
Although ‘‘pattern separation’’ as a concept evokes a strong

intuitive understanding among hippocampal researchers, the

term suffers from being both too general and too narrow at the

same time. It is too general in that almost any behavior or phys-

iology result can be considered a separation effect. As a result, it

is very difficult to reconcile the ‘‘separation’’ behaviors that have

been identified in the DG computationally, behaviorally, and

physiologically (Figure 1). At the same time, despite being the

site of adult neurogenesis, a unique and highly complex form

of plasticity, the classic DG pattern separation theory has long

constrained the DG into a relatively simple orthogonalization

function.

The memory resolution concept suggested here seeks to alle-

viate the confusion associated with ‘‘pattern separation’’ by

focusing onwhat information the DG contributes to hippocampal

memories. Resolution is directly related to the amount of infor-

mation incorporated into memories. Memories incorporating

more information ultimately will facilitate discrimination in cogni-

tive regions of the brain; likewise, low-resolution memories will

be difficult to separate (Figure 2). However, resolution also refers

to the nature of how this information is encoded. Memory forma-

tion in hippocampus-like networks benefits from sparse coding

and low correlations between memories. Highly specific and

narrowly tuned, mature GCs carry considerable information indi-
vidually and in response to appropriate inputs are capable of

generating a highly specific sparse code. However, in the

absence of familiar inputs to drive mature GCs, the presence

of broadly tuned young GCs will contribute to the encoding of

memories while at the same time learn to become specialized,

high-information neurons in the future. As a result, neurogenesis

allows the resolution of novel and familiar memories to be appro-

priately tailored to balance the immediate (low correlation) and

long-term (high information) requirements of memory encoding

(Figure 3).

In conclusion, we are presenting memory resolution not as

a novel function of new neurons but rather as a new perspective

with which to view the range of proposed functions for neurogen-

esis and the DG. Indeed, we do not believe that a memory

resolution view conflicts with other functions proposed for adult

neurogenesis, such as a role in encoding temporal context or

memory consolidation (Aimone et al., 2006; Becker and Wojto-

wicz, 2007; Kitamura et al., 2009); rather, we suspect that new

neurons potentially affect multiple aspects of memory formation.

Such proposed functions may indeed better fit into a memory

resolution framework than into the classic pattern separation

one. It is our hope that considering the DG in terms of memory

resolution may diffuse the confusion due to the conflicting defi-

nitions associated with the ‘‘pattern separation’’ hypothesis

and improve our understanding of how neurogenesis affects

the DG and memory in the process.
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